The state-of-art approach for speaker verification consists of a neural network based embedding extractor along with a backend generative model such as the Probabilistic Linear Discriminant Analysis (PLDA). In this work, we propose a neural network approach for backend modeling in speaker recognition. The likelihood ratio score of the generative PLDA model is posed as a discriminative similarity function and the learnable parameters of the score function are optimized using a verification cost. The proposed model, termed as neural PLDA (NPLDA), is initialized using the generative PLDA model parameters. The loss function for the NPLDA model is an approximation of the minimum detection cost function (DCF). The speaker recognition experiments using the NPLDA model are performed on the speaker verificiation task in the VOiCES datasets as well as the SITW challenge dataset. In these experiments, the NPLDA model optimized using the proposed loss function improves significantly over the state-of-art PLDA based speaker verification system.
Introduction
One of the earliest successful approach to speaker recognition used the Gaussian mixture modeling (GMM) from the training data followed by an adaptation using maximum-aposteriori (MAP) rule [1] . The development of i-vectors as fixed dimensional front-end features for speaker recognition tasks was introduced in [2, 3] . In the recent years, neural network embeddings trained on a speaker discrimination task were proposed as features to replace the i-vectors. These features called x-vectors [4] were shown to improve over the i-vectors for speaker recognition [5] .
Following the extraction of x-vectors/i-vectors, different pre-processing steps are employed to transform the embeddings. The common steps include linear discriminant analysis (LDA) [3] , unit length normalization [6] and within-class covariance normalization (WCCN) [7] . The transformed vectors are modeled with probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) [8] . The PLDA model is used to compute a log likelihood ratio from a pair of enrollment and test embeddings which is used to verify whether the given trial is a target or non-target.
In this paper, we propose a neural backend model which jointly performs pre-processing and scoring. This model, refered to as neural PLDA (NPLDA), operates on pairs of x-vector embeddings (a pair of enrollment and test x-vectors), and outputs a score that allows the decision of target versus non-target hypotheses. The implementation using neural layers allows the entire model to be learnt using a speaker verification cost. The use of conventional cost functions like binary cross entropy cause overfitting of the model to the training speakers, an have generalization issues on evaluation sets. In an attempt to avoid this, we use an approximation to the minimum detection cost (minDCF) [9] to optimize the neural backend model. With several experiments on speakers in the wild (SITW) dataset and the VOiCES development and evaluation datasets, we show that the proposed approach improves significantly over the state-of-the-art xvector based PLDA system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we highlight relevant prior work done in the field of discriminative backend for speaker verification. The datasets used in training and testing are described in Section 3. Section 4 describes the front-end configurations used for feature processing and x-vector extraction. The past approaches to backend modeling in speaker verification are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 describes the proposed neural network architecture used, and the connection with generative PLDA model. In Section 6.1, we present a smooth approximation to the detection cost function which is used as an objective to optimize in a neural network. This is followed by discussion of results in Section 7 and a brief set of concluding remarks in Section 8.
Related Prior Work
The common approaches for scoring in speaker verification systems include support vector machines (SVMs) [10] , Gaussian backend model [11, 12] and the probabilistic linear discriminant analysis (PLDA) [8] . Some efforts on pairwise generative and discriminative modeling are discussed in [13] [14] [15] . The discriminative version of PLDA with logistic regression and support vector ma-chine (SVM) kernels has also been explored in [16] . In this work, the authors use the functional form of the generative model and pool all the parameters needed to be trained into a single long vector. These parameters are then discriminatively trained using the SVM loss function with pairs of input vectors. The discriminative PLDA (DPLDA) is however prone to over-fitting on the training speakers and leads to degradation on unseen speakers in SRE evaluations [17] . The regularization of embedding extractor network using a Gaussian backend scoring has been investigated in [18] .
Recently, end-to-end approaches to speaker verification have also been examined. For example, in [19] , the i-vector extraction with PLDA scoring has been jointly derived using a deep neural network architecture and the entire model is trained using a binary cross entropy training criterion. The use of triplet loss in end-to-end speaker recognition has shown promise for short utterances [20] . Wan et. al. [21] proposed a generalized end-to-end loss inspired by minimizing the centroid mean of within speaker distances while maximizing across speaker distances. However, in spite of these efforts, most of the successful systems for SRE evaluations continue to use the generative PLDA backend model.
In this paper, we argue that the major issue of overfitting in discriminative backend systems arises from the choice of the model and the loss function. In the detection cost function for the VOiCES task, the false-alarm errors have more significance compared to miss errors. Thus, incorporating the DCF metric directly in the optimization should aid the verification task. Further, by training multiple pre-processing steps along with the scoring module, the model learns to generate representations that are better optimized for the speaker verification task.
Dataset Description
The VOiCES far field speaker recognition challenge [22] had two training conditions -fixed and open. This paper presents the models trained only for the fixed training condition.
Training Data
The models reported in this work (front-end and backend models) are trained entirely using speech data extracted from combined VoxCeleb 1 and 2 corpora [23, 24] . These datasets contain speech extracted from celebrity interview videos available on YouTube, spanning a wide range of different ethnicity, accents, professions, and ages. For training the x-vector extractor, we use about 1.2M segments from 7323 speakers selected from VoxCeleb 1 (dev and test), and VoxCeleb 2 (dev).
Development and Test Data
We test the models using VOiCES dataset [25] and the speakers in the wild (SITW) [26] datasets.
The SITW dataset consists of nearly 300 spakers across clean interview, red carpet interviews, stadium conditions, outdoor conditions. The core (single speaker) enrollment and test sets consists of around 6000 segments and the core-core test condition consists of around 800, 000 trials.
The VOiCES development set was created by partioning the audio files from Rooms 1 and 2 (out of the four available) of the VOiCES corpus [25] . The development set consisted of 15, 904 audio segments from 196 speakers. Each audio recording contains only one speaker. The development set represented different rooms, microphones, noise distractors, and loudspeaker angles. The development set included 20, 224 target and 4, 018, 432 impostor trials. The evaluation set was created by partioning the audio recordings of the VOiCES corpus from Rooms 3 and 4. It consisted of 11, 392 audio segments from 100 speakers that were disjoint from the development set. The evaluation set included 36, 443 target and 357, 073 impostor trials.
Front-end Model -X-vector Extractor
In this section, we provide the description of the front-end feature extraction and x-vector model configuration.
Training
The x-vector extractor is trained entirely using speech data extracted from combined VoxCeleb 1 [23] and Vox-Celeb 2 corpora [24] . These datasets contain speech extracted from celebrity interview videos available on YouTube, spanning a wide range of different ethnicities, accents, professions, and ages. For training the x-vector extractor, we use 1, 276, 888 segments from 7323 speakers selected from Vox-Celeb 1 (dev and test), and Vox-Celeb 2 (dev). This x-vector extractor was trained using 30 dimensional Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) from 25 ms frames shifted every 10 ms using a 23channel mel-scale filterbank spanning the frequency range 20 Hz -7600 Hz. A 5-fold augmentation strategy is used that adds four corrupted copies of the original recordings to the training list [4, 5] . The augmentation step generates 6, 384, 440 training segments for the combined VoxCeleb set.
An extended TDNN with 12 hidden layers and rectified linear unit (RELU) non-linearities is trained to discriminate among the nearly 7000 speakers in the training set [5] . The first 10 hidden layers operate at frame-level, while the last 2 layers operate at segment-level. There is a 1500-dimensional statistics pooling layer between the frame-level and segment-level layers that accumulates all frame-level outputs using mean and standard deviation. After training, embeddings are extracted from the 512 dimensional affine component of the 11th layer (i.e., the first segment-level layer). More details regarding the DNN architecture and the training process can be found in [5] .
Approaches to backend Modeling
In this section, we describe the mathematical details of the past methods used for backend modeling in speaker verification. These include the generative PLDA modeling [8, 27] , discriminative PLDA modeling proposed in a support vector framework [16] and the Gaussian backend model [13] .
Generative Gaussian PLDA (GPLDA)
Following the x-vector extraction, the embeddings are centered (mean removed), transformed using LDA and unit length normalized. The PLDA model on the processed x-vector for a given recording is,
where η r is the x-vector for the given recording, ω is the latent speaker factor with a Gaussian prior of N (0, I), Φ characterizes the speaker sub-space matrix and r is the residual assumed to have distribution N (0, Σ). For scoring, a pair of x-vectors, one from the enrollment recording η e and one from the test recording η t are used with the pre-trained PLDA model to compute the log-likelihood ratio score as,
where,
with Σ tot = ΦΦ + Σ and Σ ac = ΦΦ .
Discriminative PLDA (DPLDA)
The discriminative PLDA proposed in [16] uses the expanded vector ϕ(η e , η t ) representing a trial (η e , η t ) was computed using a Quadratic kernel as follows:
The PLDA log likelihood ratio score can be written as the dot product of a weight vector w and the expanded vector ϕ(η e , η t ). s = w ϕ(η e , η t )
Once the weight vector w is trained, the score on the test trials is generated as the inner product of the weight vector with the Quadratic kernel.
Pairwise Gaussian backend (GB)
The pairwise Gaussian backend [15, 28] models the pairs of enrollment and test x-vectors, η = [η e η t ] . The xvector pairs are modeled using a Gaussian distribution with parameters (µ t , Σ t ) for target trials while the nontarget pairs are modeled by a Gaussian distribution with parameters (µ nt , Σ nt ). These parameters are estimated by computing the sample mean and covariance matrices of the target and non-target trials in the training data. The log-likelihood ratio (L) for a new trial is then obtained as:
Proposed Backend -Neural PLDA
In the proposed pairwise discriminative network (NPLDA) ( Fig. 1) , we construct the pre-processing steps of LDA as first affine layer, unit-length normalization as a non-linear activation and PLDA centering and diagonalization as another affine transformation. The final PLDA pair-wise scoring given in eq. 2 is implemented as a Quadratic layer in Fig. 1 . Thus, the NPLDA implements the pre-processing of the x-vectors and the PLDA scoring as a neural backend. The parameters of the NPLDA model are initialized with the baseline system and these parameters are learned in a backpropagation setting.
Cost Function and Regularization
To train the Neural PLDA for the task of speaker verification, we sample pairs of x-vectors representing target (from same speaker) and non-target hypothesis (from different speakers). We train the model using randomly sampled target and non-target trials (pairs of VoxCeleb segments) which are gender matched. In the following subsections, we describe the common approach to error functions in the speaker verification framework which is based on binary cross entropy as well as the proposed approach based on approximating the detection cost function.
Binary Cross Entropy
The standard objective for a two class classification task.
where s i is the score for the ith trial, t i is the binary target for the trial and N is the number of trials. Using this loss alone for training may result in overfitting. Hence, a regularization term can be used by regressing to raw PLDA scores. The regularized crossentropy loss is given as:
The second term encourages the scores from the Neural PLDA to not digress from the generative model PLDA scores drastically.
Soft Detection Cost
The normalized detection cost function (DCF) [9] is defined as:
where β is an application based weight defined as
where C M iss and C F A are the costs assigned to miss and false alarms, and P target is the prior probability of a target trial. P M iss and P F A are the probability of miss and false alarms respectively, and are computed by applying a detection threshold of θ to the log-likelihood ratios.
Here, s i is the score (LLR) output by the model, t i is the ground truth variable for trial i. That is, t i = 0 if trial i is a target trial, and t i = 1 if it is a non-target trial. 1 is the indicator function. The normalized detection cost function (eq. 9) is not a smooth function of the parameters due to the step discontinuity induced by the indicator function 1, and hence, it cannot be used as an objective function in a neural network. We propose a differentiable approximation of the normalized detection cost by approximating the indicator function with a sigmoid function.
By choosing a large enough value for the warping factor α, the approximation can be made arbitrarily close to the actual detection cost function for a wide range of thresholds.
The primary cost metric of the VOiCES challenge is the normalized detection cost function (actDCF) computed at the threshold of log β applied to the LLRs. is given by
where β = 99. We compute the Neural PLDA loss function as where θ is the thresholds which minimizes L P rimary when included as a model parameter. The minimum detection cost (minDCF) is achieved at a threshold where the DCF is minimized.
In other words, it is the best cost that can be achieved through calibration of the scores. We include these thresholds in the set of parameters that the neural network learns to minimize minDCF through backpropagation.
Model Training
We performed various experiments using the NPLDA architecture with different initialization methods and loss functions. We also experiment with the role of batch size parameter, the learning rate as well as the choice of loss function in the optimization. The optimal parameter choices were based on the VOiCES development set. In this work, we also parameterize the threshold value and let the network learn the threshold value to minimize the loss (Eq. 16). The soft detection cost function is highly sensitive to small changes in false alarm probability. As any imbalance in target to non-target trial ratio in the mini-batches impacts the NPLDA model training, we choose a large batch size for training the NPLDA network (8192). The learning rate was initialized to 10 −3 and halved each time the validation loss failed to decrease for two epochs. We use the Adam optimizer for the backpropagation learning and the entire model is implemented in the PyTorch toolkit [29] .
The implementation of the NPLDA Network can be found here: https://github.com/iiscleap/NeuralPlda In Fig. 2 , we show the variation of the minimum detection cost fuction (minDCF), as function of the training epochs. The model parameters are initialized using the generative PLDA model backend. Specifically, the NPLDA parameters like the LDA, WCCN, the diagonalizing transforms and the P, Q matrices used in the scoring are initialized using the baseline model. The results on the training and validation trials for epoch 0 corresponds to this baseline model. As seen in this plot, the backpropagation based learning using the proposed model loss function significantly improves the minDCF for training, validation as well as the VOiCES development trials. The best model performance in the validation dataset (Vox validation) is achieved at epoch 6 and this is used in the testing.
Experiments
We perform several experiments with the proposed neural net architecture and compare them with various discriminative backends previously proposed in the literature such as the discriminative PLDA [16] and pairwise Gaussian backend [13] . We also compare the performance with the baseline system using Kaldi recipe that implements the generative PLDA model based scoring.
For all the pairwise generative/discriminative models, we train the backend using randomly sampled target and non-target pairs which are matched by gender. We perform experiments by sampling trials from the clean Vox-Celeb segments, and also the augmented set. We sample about 6.6 million trials from the clean set and around 33 million trials from the augmented set.
GPLDA Baseline
The primary baseline to benchmark our systems is the PLDA backend implementation in the Kaldi toolkit. The Kaldi implementation models the average embedding xvector of each training speaker. The x-vectors are centered, dimensionality reduced using LDA to 170 dimensions, followed by unit length normalization. The linear transformations and the GPLDA matrices are used to initialize the proposed pairwise PLDA network.
Gaussian Backend
The Gaussian backend is also trained on the same pairs of target and non-target x-vector trials, after centering, LDA and length normalization. The procedure to sample the trials is similar to the one used in our previous work [28] . We randomly sample pairs of gender matched x-vectors from Voxceleb training dataset belonging to target and non-target trials. This generates a total of 5M trials for the Gaussina Backend training. A ratio of 1:10 is used for the target to non-target ratio in the training trials. 
Neural PLDA
The procedure to sample trials is similar to what we used for the pairwise Gaussian Back-end model. A portion of the Voxceleb training trials is held out as validation (unseen speakers). We also use a trial ratio of 1:10 in the training and validation set for target/non-target ratio. We initialize the model with a pretrained GPLDA from Kaldi, and optimize the NPLDA network with the soft detection cost.
Discussion of Results
The performance of the various backend systems are reported in Table 6 .3. The GPLDA baseline trained using the Voxceleb dataset shows comparable performance for the SITW and the VOiCES Development dataset. However, the VOiCES evaluation dataset has a significant degradation in the performance for the GPLDA model. The data augmentation of the Voxceleb dataset improves the GPLDA model performance for the VOiCES evaluation dataset. The Gaussian Backend is moderately worse than the GPLDA model for all the test conditions. The NPLDA model improves significantly over the GPLDA model in all the test conditions. Without any augmentation, the model improves over the baseline GPLDA system in terms of EER (relative improvements of 23%, 22% and 9 % for SITW, VOiCES Dev. and VOiCES Eval respectively) as well as in terms of minDCF (relative improvements of 31%, 20% and 11 % for SITW, VOiCES Dev. and VOiCES Eval respectively). These improvements are consistent with data augmentation as well. The results highlight that NPLDA based optimization combines many sub-modules like discriminant analysis, covariance normalization as well as PLDA scoring into a single efficient pipeline.
Summary and Conclusions
This paper presents a step in the direction of exploring discriminative models for the task of speaker verification. Discriminative models allow the construction of end-toend systems. However, discriminative models tend to overfit to the training data. In our proposed model, we constrain the parameter set to have lesser degrees of freedom, in order to achieve better generalization. We also propose a task specific differentiable loss function which approximates the detection cost function.
Using a single elegant backend model that is targeted to optimize the speaker verification loss, the NPLDA model uses the x-vector embeddings directly to generate the speaker verification score. The experiments on the VOiCES and SITW datasets illustrate the performance gains obtained for the proposed approach.
In the proposed approach, the fully neural backend and a neural embedding extractor are used. The future research work will explore the combination of the frontend and the backend into a single neural end-to-end engine for speaker verification.
